Amplify Security Impact with Dynamic Intelligence

Digital, cloud-centric transformation creates hidden risks and threats and a hyper-complex attack surface—companies, brands, infrastructure, adversary, third-parties, and nth degree risk. Now, organizations live in an entangled threat landscape without the necessary intelligence to know what is good, what is bad, what is friendly, and what is an adversary. And moment-by-moment, the relationships, connections, activities, and behaviors change.

For security operations to keep pace with an elastic attack surface, they need in-the-moment insight to quickly prioritize what matters—friend or foe, adversary or ally.

Key Capabilities

- Dynamic Risk and Reputation Scoring
- High-Volume Automation
- Live Global Changes
- Active Malware and Phishing Intelligence

Key Benefits

- Adapt to shifting and evolving threats
- Quickly triage and respond to meaningful threats
- Reduce risks inherent to digital change and expansion
ADAPT TO EVOLVING THREATS
RiskIQ Illuminate SecOps Intelligence is crafted to give you high-fidelity, high-volume intelligence drawn from our live observations from the open and closed web. Leverage relevant insights and easy integration with all your security tools. Infuse attack surface insights and global threat indicators into your workstreams, technologies, and process—from SIEM to SOAR, EDR, and any other security tools.

RAPID TRIAGE, PRECISION RESPONSE
Reputation scoring and one-click lookups across the open internet and deep/dark web, removing the guesswork from threat intelligence. Get precise insight and meaningful outcomes, at-scale.

Maintain defenses with instant insight to changes across the global attack surface.

NEWLY OBSERVED HOSTS AND DOMAINS
RiskIQ's automated discovery and continuous graphing identify new hosts and domains relevant to you. Increase protection coverage with intelligent defenses, fed by active streams of new and changing threats to your digital footprint.

MALWARE AND PHISHING INTELLIGENCE
Active and historic threat indicators in RiskIQ Illuminate are based on malicious activity, behavior, and relationships. Access feeds for domains, hosts, IPs, and URLs connected and associated with malware or phishing.

Rapidly investigate or update protections with easy-to-integrate feeds and simple APIs for SIEM, SOAR, XDR, EDR, IPS, and any other security tools.

LEVEL-UP SECURITY OPERATIONS INTELLIGENCE
Security intelligence that combines attack surface insights with relevant observed threats makes security operations more efficient and effective to mitigate the volume of threats at the speed of digital growth. Amplify the entire security and risk team’s productivity by surfacing exposures, threats, and risk tailored to you.